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What’s New 2018 
Each year, Drake Software strives to offer the most efficient and comprehensive tax program in the industry while 
staying current with the latest tax law changes and technology. To that end, we have continued our tradition of 
enhancing our various programs to help make the upcoming filing season the smoothest ever. 

Security 
The tax preparation industry—including Drake Software and the IRS—is constantly working to stop fraudulent filings 
and to better protect both the taxpayer and the tax return practitioner from data theft. The following changes in the 
software are part of that initiative.  
Security Messaging 
To help with security awareness, security messages are presented during the installation of Drake Tax 2018 and the 
first time users log in to Drake Tax and Drake Accounting.  Review the content provided in the messages before 
moving forward with the installation or logging in. 
Multi-Factor Authentication (Security “Best Practice”) 
Multi-factor authentication, also known as MFA, provides an extra step in the process of gaining access to a 
computer or—in our case—to Drake Tax and your data.  
When using an MFA, a user must not only have a Drake Tax user name and password but also must type a randomly 
generated authenticator code into the program. 
In the coming years, the IRS is going to require the use of MFAs; Drake Software is giving you the option of using this 
new security measure this year by offering multi-factor authentication usage with Drake Tax 2018.  
The steps to enable MFA are as follows. More details can be found in the 2018 Drake Tax User’s Manual. 

1. Acquire an MFA Account
Several sources – including Google, Amazon.com, SecurAccess, and Semantec VIP, to name just a few – provide MFA
service. Some providers offer MFAs for free; others charge a fee per use or per number of users. Choose a solution that
best suits your purposes. Setup varies by service but they’re similar and simple.
To get started, first visit your MFA provider’s website and set up an authentication account. You (or your office
administrator) might also have to set up accounts for each of your employees (depending on the service selected).

2. Get an MFA “App”
Once the authenticator account is set up, you and each member of your staff must download an MFA “app”
(from Google Play or the App Store, depending on the smart phone you use). This app will generate a six-
digit, one-time pass code needed every time a preparer wishes to log in to Drake Tax. Code numbers are
erased and new codes regenerated every 30 seconds.

3. Set up in Drake Tax
Once you have your MFA set up and your app downloaded to your phone,
open Drake Tax and set up each preparer or employee who should have
access to the clients’ tax data.
From the Home window menu bar of Drake Tax, go to Setup > Preparer(s).
Select a preparer to edit. In the Login Information section, select Enable Multi-Factor Authentication.

4. Log in to Drake Tax
Every time you or a member of your staff logs in to Drake
Tax—after typing in a user name and password—a new
Drake Tax Security window is opened.
The user must activate the app on his or her phone, then
scan the QR code (the black-and-white checkered square
on the right side of the Drake Tax Security window).
The app will then generate a six-digit, one-time pass code.
Type that code into the Enter authenticator code for text box.
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TWO-STEP AUTHENTICATION FOR EMAIL ACCOUNT 
The IRS also recommends that you secure your email account with a two-step authenticator (such as Google’s 2-Step 
Verification).   

View article 15719 on the Drake Software Knowledge Base, for a description of the steps to set up two-step 
verification for your email.  

To access the Drake KB, from the Home window of Drake Tax, select Support > Drake Software Knowledge Base. 
Use the KB’s Search or Browse tools to find article 15719. 

What’s New in Data Entry 

Clearly, the tax return preparation landscape has changed drastically in the past few months. Still, many things 
remain the same when it comes to completing a tax return in Drake Tax. In the 1040 package, for example, personal 
information on the taxpayer and spouse is still entered on screen 1, information about dependents is entered on 
screen 2, income data from Form W-2 is entered on screen W2, etc. Many of the other screens in Drake Tax—such 
as Income (screen 3), Adjustments (screen 4), Taxes, Credits, and Payments (screen 5), Child Care Credit (screen 
2441), etc.—have been revised to meet the requirements of the new 1040 form. 
“Other” Income 
New lines have been added to the Line 21 section of screen 3 has changed for 2018. These lines cover different 
specific types of income that the IRS would expect to see on line 21 of the 1040 return, including Indian gaming 
proceeds and distributions, ABLE distributions, and section 933 income. 
Screen 3 (Income) has changed for 2018.  In the top half of the screen, lines have been renumbered to match the 
new 1040 and its new schedules. The lower half of screen 3 now has a Schedule 1 section; the items entered in this 
part of screen 3 flow to the Schedule 1, line 21, “Other income.”  
Hiding Return Notes 

In View/Print mode, various Return Notes appear on the NOTES page. These Return Notes provide information or 
reminders about the return but do not prevent e-file. They are informational only. 

To keep a specific Return Note from being generated whenever you view this return, go to the Miscellaneous tab of 
the Data Entry Menu, select the HIDE screen, and enter the number of the note to hide in one of the boxes. 

 
Summary Contact Info 
By default, one of the items that is produced with the tax return documents is the Return Summary. Locate it in the 
Miscellaneous category of items in View/Print mode of a tax return.  It includes contact and return-specific 
information, useful to both the taxpayer and the tax return preparer.  
Many of you use the summary sheet when contacting the taxpayer about their return results, and in many cases the 
primary taxpayer is not the person responsible for the tax return, so we’ve added contact information for the spouse 
to this summary sheet. It will include both the email address and phone number of the spouse, in addition to the 
primary taxpayer’s info. 
Note the new “Spouse” section under the Demographics section of the summary.  
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State COMPARE screen 

   The Compare screen (COMP), added this year to the state packages, performs just as the federal Compare screen: 
Produces a worksheet that compares the taxpayer’s current-year return with returns from the two prior years. If a 
return was updated from the prior year, the COMP screen already contains data; if it was not, the screen must be 
completed manually for an accurate comparison. 
The COMP screen is generally found on the Other tab on the state’s Data Entry Menu. Or enter COMP in the selector 
field on either the federal or state Data Entry Menu. 
The worksheet appears as “(State) TAX COMPARISON” at the state’s tab in View/Print mode.  

Print Toggle for Schedule A  
In Setup Options, use the Forms and Schedule Options tab to print certain 
forms for all returns, globally. For example, to produce a Schedule A for all 
returns with Schedule A entries, even if the form is not required for the 
return, clear the check box, “Print Schedule A only when required.” 
On a per return basis, you can override the global setting from the PRNT 
screen. For example, if the setup option is set to always produce the form, you 
can now choose to not produce it for a specific return by selecting “No” from 
the drop list on the PRNT screen.  
Splitting a Return 
When splitting a tax return, you now have the option “Cancel” before proceeding with the various calculations.  
LinkBacks on Form 1040NR 
The Linkbacks feature was added to Form 1040NR in View/Print mode. 
Linkbacks allow you to view the source of data on a tax form. See where the data comes from - the data entry 
screens, tax forms, schedules, and worksheets.  From View/Print mode, right click any field on the form and choose 
Review Input Sources.  This opens the Linkbacks window for this line of the return.  

Active LinkBacks are available for following forms, schedules, and tax packages: 

•  Main forms (federal 1040, 1040NR (new!) 1041, 1120, 1120S, 1065 packages) 
•  Schedules A through F (federal 1040 package) 
•  Individual resident and nonresident main forms (all state 1040 packages) 
PRINT K1 CODES 
You can now view the K-1 codes that appear on the back of Schedule K-1. When the option to view the codes is 
selected at Setup > Options, Form & Schedule Options tab, the K-1 codes are available in the View/Print forms tree 
as Schedule K-1 Codes. 
Turn this on globally in Drake Tax ‘18 from the Setup > Options, Form & Schedule Options tab by selecting the “Print 
page 2 of Schedule K-1 for 1120S, 1065, and 1041,” or on a per-return basis from the return’s PRNT screen by 
checking, “Print page 2 of Schedule K-1 (codes).” 
 
K-1 Features Adding to Fiduciary  
K-1 features that are included in the S Corporation and Partnership packages, are now also included in the Fiduciary 
package.Sorting Schedules K-1 - You can choose the order in which the program sorts, views, and prints 
beneficiaries’ K-1s. Open the PRNT screen (available from the Miscellaneous tab of the Data Entry Menu), 
and from the Sort Beneficiaries’ Schedules K-1 by... drop list, select ID Number, First name, Last name, or 
Percentage. 
Viewing Schedules K-1 - View the return in View/Print mode and note that all the Schedules K-1 are 
sorted in the order selected on the PRNT screen (the default order is the order in which they were 
entered into the program).  
Printing Schedules K-1s in Sets - For those who print their K-1 forms from the Sets tab in View/Print mode 
(figure at right), all generated federal and state K-1 schedules, forms, and worksheets for each beneficiary are in the 
appropriate folder, making it easier to print everything needed for each beneficiary. Click the Plus Sign [+] to expand 
the folder to see all documents relating to that beneficiary. Click the Minus Sign [-] to collapse the folder again. 
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EF Message for Pending Returns 
To keep preparers from unnecessarily re-transmitting returns while IRS and state acceptance is still pending, a new 
EF Message will be generated if you recalculate a return that has been e-filed and received a “Pending” 
acknowledgement (“P” ack). 
The “P” ack and the accompanying EF Message are available in all packages, federal and state. 

 
Changed Returns Removed from EF “Queue” 

If a return is selected for e-file and has entered the “queue” of the EF Return Selector (from the Home window 
menu bar, go to EF > Select Returns for EF; returns listed there with a check mark on the left are “in the queue”), 
and you then reopen data entry and make a change to the return, that return will automatically be removed from 
the queue. 

• You will receive an EF Message alerting you that the return is no longer in the EF queue. 
• The return will be recalculated upon exiting data entry, (even if Autocalculate tax return when exiting data 

entry is not selected at Setup > Options > Calculation & View/Print tab), moving the return back into the 
EF Return Selector automatically—assuming your changes did not trigger an EF Message. 

• You must reopen the EF Return Selector (go to EF > Select Returns for EF) and mark the check box again 
to put the return back into the queue. 

Changes to Business Packages 
Partnerships 
Here is a quick list of some of the changes made to Form 1065 and the Partnership package of Drake Tax for the 

2018 tax season. 

• Technical termination is terminated: The check box denoting a “technical termination” of a partnership has 
been removed from Drake Tax screen 1 and from item “G” on the first page of Form 1065. 

• The following payments can now be made with Form 1065, and refunds of overpayments can be claimed 
using the new “Tax and Payment” section on page 1of the form: 
- Interest due under the look-back method for the completed contract method and the income forecast 

method 
- Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015 (BBA) Administrative Adjustment Request (AAR) imputed underpayment 
- Other taxes 
- Refunds of overpayments 
- Modification payment made under section 6225(c)(2) 

• To allow input of data to calculate the “Tax and Payment” section of Form 1065, Drake Tax has 
added a new screen, TAX, available on the General tab of the Data Entry Menu, containing fields 
for adding a BBA AAR imputed underpayment amount, “Other Taxes,” and “Payment.” The program 
will generate Return Notes with instructions on how to make payments based on each line. 

• A “beginning of year” column for nonrecourse and recourse loans was added to Schedule K-1, section K, 
“Partner’s share of liabilities.” 

• The most extensive changes to Form 1065 this year involve Schedule B. This form has been expanded, with 
new questions, and, depending on a certain election, a new Schedule B-2. Drake Tax has thus added several 
new screens, including a Schedule B cont. tab on the B screen for new questions, and a Schedule B-2 screen, 
used to list shareholders in an S corporation that is a partner in the partnership. (More about Schedule B-2 
below.) 
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- Question 25 of Schedule B, asking if the partnership is electing out of the centralized partnership audit 

regime, is complicated. In the past, the IRS generally conducted partnership audits in accordance with 
TEFRA, the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act, but TEFRA provided no way to collect underpaid 
taxes at the partnership level, forcing the IRS to seek payment of those taxes directly from the partners. 
Congress then enacted the Bipartisan Budget Act (BBA) that allowed assessment and collection of taxes 
at the entity level.  
 If the answer to question 25 of Schedule B is “Yes,” then Schedule B-2 is generated by Drake 

Tax, listing all partners in the partnership based on the information provided on the K1 screens in 
the program. (If any of these partners is a partnership, however, or if the partnership has more 
than 100 partners, the partnership cannot elect out of the centralized partnership audit regime and 
in ineligible to use Schedule B-2.) 

 If a partner in the partnership is an S corporation, all the shareholders of that corporation must be 
included in Part II of Schedule B-2. Those shareholders’ names, ID numbers, and their “type” 
must be entered on the new Schedule B-2 screen (available through a link on the Schedule B 
cont. screen or from the Data Entry Menu). Each of these shareholders counts as a partner 
toward the 100-partner limit for the eligibility to elect out of the centralized partnership audit 
regime and eligibility to use Schedule B-2. 

 If the answer to question 25 is “No,” Drake Tax completes the “Designation of Partnership 
Representative” section at the bottom of Schedule B automatically, based on the K1 screens 
included in the return. (Information on the partnership representative also can be entered on the 
Schedule B cont. tab of screen B.) 

• A change to the partnership representative requirements this year is that the representative must have a U.S. 
taxpayer ID number (TIN), and the address of the representative must be a U.S. address. This information is 
entered on the appropriate K1 screen or in the override fields on the Schedule B cont. tab of screen B. To 
change or revoke a previously selected partnership representative, click the 8979 check box on the Schedule 
B cont. tab of screen B and complete Form 8979, Partnership Representative Revocation, Designation, and 
Resignation Form. 
 

• Other changes to Schedule B include: 
- Question 2, asking if any partner in the partnership was a disregarded entity, trust, S corporation, or an 

estate. This information is dealt with in subsequent areas of Schedule B, so it has been deleted. The 
remaining questions have been renumbered. 

- Line 4c includes one check box asking if Schedules K-1 were filed with the return, and a separate check 
box asking if the partners were furnished K-1s on or before the due date. 

- Line 26 was added to the Schedule B cont. tab of screen B, asking if Form 8996 is attached to certify that 
the partnership is a Qualified Opportunity Fund; if so, then a completed Form 8996 is required. (A link to 
the 8996 screen is provided on the Schedule B cont. screen.) 

NOTE: Form 8996 must be mailed. It is not eligible for e-file. 
• For tax years beginning in 2018, every taxpayer who deducts business interest is required to file Form 8990, 

Limitation on Business Interest Expense Under Section 163(j), unless an exception for filing is met. 
• New on Schedule K: 

- Line 6c, “Dividend Equivalent.” A dividend equivalent is generally treated as a dividend from sources 
within the United States and are reported on Forms 1120-F, U.S. Income Tax Return of a Foreign 
Corporation, and 1040NR, U.S. Nonresident Alien Income Tax Return.  

- Two new categories were added to the “Foreign Transactions” section. 
• Treatment of gain or loss from sale or exchange of interests in partnerships engaged in U.S. trade or business. 

New section 864(c)(8) provides that gain or loss from the sale, exchange, or other disposition of a partnership 
interest by a nonresident alien or foreign corporation is generally effectively connected with the conduct of a 
trade or business in in the United States to the extent that the person would have had effectively connected 
gain or loss had the partnership sold all of its assets at fair market value. 

S Corporations 
Following are some of the changes made to Form 1120S and the S Corporation package of Drake Tax for the 2018 
tax season. 

• For tax years beginning in 2018, every taxpayer who deducts business interest is required to file Form 8990, 
Limitation on Business Interest Expense Under Section 163(j), unless an exception for filing is met. 
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• Deduction for certain interest or royalty paid or accrued to a related party pursuant to a hybrid transaction or 

by, or to, a hybrid entity may be disallowed to the extent the related party doesn’t include the amount in 
income or is allowed a deduction with respect to the amount. 

• Section 951A requires U.S. shareholders of controlled foreign corporations to determine and include their 
Global Intangible Low-Taxed Income (GILTI) in taxable income every year. Section 951A is effective for tax 
years of foreign corporations beginning after 2017, and tax years of U.S. shareholders in which or with which 
such tax years of foreign corporation’s end. 

• Schedule M-2 now includes an "Accumulated Earnings and Profits" (AE&P) column for tracking 
distributions from a corporation that was a C corporation or engaged in a tax-free reorganization with a C 
corporation. 

• For tax years beginning after 2017, individuals, estates, and trusts may be entitled to a deduction of up to 20 
percent of their Qualified Business Income (QBI) from a trade or business, including income from a pass-
through entity, but not from a C corporation, plus 20 percent of qualified real estate investment trust (REIT) 
dividends and qualified publicly traded partnership (PTP) income. The deduction is subject to multiple 
limitations such as the type of trade or business, the taxpayer's taxable income, the amount of W-2 wages paid 
with respect to the trade or business, and the unadjusted basis immediately after acquisition of qualified 
property held by the trade or business. The deduction can be taken in addition to the standard or itemized 
deductions. 

• Effective for tax years beginning after 2017, the eligibility of small business taxpayers to use the cash method 
has been expanded. 

• Effective December 22, 2017, shareholders are provided investing eligible gains in Qualified Opportunity 
Funds (QOF) tax-favored investments. 

• U.S. shareholders of specified foreign corporations (as defined under section 965(e), as amended by P.L. 115-
97) may have an inclusion under section 965 based on the post-1986 deferred foreign income of the specified 
foreign corporations determined as of November 2, 2017, or December 31, 2017. U.S. shareholders may elect 
to pay the liability under section 965 on the post-1986 deferred foreign income in eight installments. 

Corporations 
    Some of the changes made to Form 1120 and the Corporation package of Drake Tax for the 2018 tax season include: 

• The main form, 1120, is going from five to six pages. 
• For Schedule K, six new questions were added, including question 24, concerning business interest expense under 

Section 163(j)(3) and new Form 8990, and question 25, concerning the Qualified Opportunity Fund and new Form 
8996, used by those who invested in a low-income area as a way to defer capital gains. A new tab was added to 
screen K to accommodate these new questions added to Schedule K. Click the Schedule K, cont. tab at the top of 
the screen. 

• Schedule O, in the past, was used to report the apportionment of taxable income, income tax, and certain tax 
benefits between all component members of a controlled group. With the changes to tax law, such apportionment is 
no longer allowed, so Schedule O is purely an informational form this year. 

• New Family Medical Act credit is available in all Drake Tax packages, using new Form 8994. 
• Form 1118 is growing from eight to 14 pages. 

Other IRS Changes For Business Returns 
• There are now special rules for eligible gains invested in Qualified Opportunity Funds. Effective December 

22, 2017, section 1400Z-2 provides partners or shareholders investing eligible gains in Qualified Opportunity 
Funds (QOF) tax-favored investments. In Drake Tax, line 26 was added to screen B (Schedule B cont. tab) in 
the Partnership package, line 15 on screen B in S Corporation package, and line 25 on screen K (Schedule K 
cont. tab) in the Corporation package.  See Form 8996 and its related instructions for more information. 

• Because many “entertainment” expenses are no longer deductible, screen DED has been changed in the 1120, 
1120S, and 1065 packages. Screen DED in each package now includes two new lines, one for any deductible 
entertainment expenses and one for nondeductible entertainment expenses. Meals are still 50% deductible. 

• Effective for tax years beginning after 2017, the eligibility of small business taxpayers to use the cash method 
has been expanded. 

• Section 951A requires U.S. shareholders of controlled foreign corporations to determine and include their 
Global Intangible Low-Taxed Income (GILTI) in taxable income every year. Section 951A is effective for tax 
years of foreign corporations beginning after 2017, and tax years of U.S. shareholders in which or with which 
such tax years of foreign corporations end.  

• The filing addresses for businesses located in certain states have changed. See the “Where to Mail” items on 
the FAQ screens in each package. 
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What’s New – Applications 

   Installing Updates 
Drake Tax users have always had the option of manually downloading and installing their updates at a convenient 
time or setting the program up to download and install updates automatically at a set time (such as at night when 
no one is working).  
To see your software update settings, go to the menu bar of the Home window and select Tools > Update Manager.   
In Drake Tax 2018, choose to either install updates at login or schedule updates. 
If you choose to install updates at login, software updates will be downloaded and installed at the time of login. 
With Scheduled Updates, updates are downloaded and installed at the time chosen.  
Customizing Appointment Colors  
You can now customize your Scheduler with custom colors for 
certain labels that will help you quickly recognize appointments 
on the Scheduler’s schedule grid.  To add colors to your scheduled 
appointments, open the Scheduler (click the Scheduler icon on 
the Home window toolbar) and click New appt to open the 
Appointment Detail window. Set up your appointment in the 
usual way, but before you save the appointment, select a color 
from the new Color drop list. To save that color as a new name, 
blue for returning individual clients, for example, click the Edit 
button and edit the color name to “Returning 1040.”  
 
Synchronizing Scheduler with Outside Calendars 
The Scheduler calendar is now synchronized to your outside calendar (Google, Outlook) so that a change on one will 
change the other. For instance, if your client reschedules a meeting, make the change in your Scheduler calendar 
and your Google or Outlook calendar—whichever you set up in Scheduler (from the Scheduler toolbar, select Setup 
> Appointment tab)—is changed automatically. And if you’re out of the office and can get to your Google or Outlook 
calendar, make the change there and your Drake Scheduler will be changed for you. 
The colors you selected from the Color drop list on the Appointment Detail window will also appear in your Google, 
Outlook, or Outlook.com calendar. 
Color By Status in the Client Status Manager (CSM) 
You can customize the look of your Client Status Manager 
by selecting a different color for each status. From the 
Home window of Drake Tax, click the CSM icon on the 
toolbar to open the Client Status Manager window. From 
the toolbar, select Customize to open the Customize 
Display dialog box. Click the Color Settings tab. From the 
Status Selection list, click a status, then click the color bar 
under Status Color (or click Edit) to select a new color for 
that state of return preparation. Click OK from the Color 
selector, then click OK on the Customize Display window 
to accept the color change. 
When you’re finished selecting colors, the clients on both 
the CSM and the Personal Client Manager will be displayed in the selected colors. 
Display Last 4 of ID in CSM 
Choose to only display the last four of the ID # in the Client 
Status Manager. From the Customize > Column Layout tab, 
choose ID (Last 4) as a column.  
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SecureFilePro Connect Features in Drake Documents 

We introduced SecureFilePro Connect in 2017. A mobile-friendly web application, SFP Connect makes it easier to 
serve your tax clients who can’t make it into the office. 
Now, Drake Documents makes it even easier to access SFP and SFP Connect. From the Drake Documents window, 
you perform many functions that formerly could be performed only from the SPF website, including: 

• SecureFilePro settings, which include site customization, email setting, clients, employees, and more. 

• Access a menu of client actions from the SFP pane  

• Guest Exchange access from within Drake Documents 
Other enhancements for the upcoming tax season include: 

• The ability to create a batch of SFP client accounts 

• Updated notification icons, to indicate when a new action has occurred  

• Export client, employee, and reports, to Excel 

• On-screen help for the SFP pane and Connect feature tabs 
 

 
What is SecureFilePro?  
SecureFileProTM is an HTTPS file-sharing site that allows you to send and receive files on your own secure 
web site. You can upload to SecureFilePro any documents that you have saved, imported, scanned, and 
stored in Drake Documents, and your clients can go to your SecureFilePro website to view or download 
those documents. Your clients can also upload files to the SFP site for you to retrieve. 

You can also use SecureFilePro as an off-site, Internet-based location for backing up your Drake Tax program, Drake 
Documents, and other files. 

To learn more, visit SecureFilePro.com. 

SecureFilePro Connect 
SecureFilePro Connect, or SFP Connect, is an enhancement to the traditional SecureFilePro web site, 
providing additional tools and making it even easier to serve your tax clients. Use Connect to message 
clients, gather tax information, complete returns, have forms signed, and receive payment for your services 
– all remotely.  

SecureFilePro and the Connect features are integrated with Drake Documents.  To interact with a client 
using Connect, use the tabs in the SecureFilePro pane, located at the bottom of the Drake Documents 
window.   

Your clients interact with you via the SecureFilePro Connect web application, designed to be user friendly 
and accessible from both a computer and mobile device web browser.  
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Drake Accounting 

Drake Accounting is a “from-the-ground-up” rebuild of Drake 
Software’s accounting and payroll program, Client Write-Up. 
Drake Accounting is a comprehensive, second-generation accounting 
program. Manage client financial records using standard accounting entries, manage reports, including multi-column 
P&L reports, balance sheets, and payroll reports. Payroll can be performed live (printing checks or using direct 
deposit), after-the-fact, batch (live or ATF), or using Portals. Produce and file federal 94x series forms, state wage 
forms, Forms W-2 and 1099. Also includes both Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable modules. 
Drake Accounting is available from the Download Center (Support.DrakeSoftware.com > Resources) and from the 
CD (if you signed up for the CD service). 

NEW FEATURES FOR 2019 
• Multi-Location Payroll 
• Security Setup Required 
• User Selectable View of the Home Screen 
• Added After-the-Fact Batch Payroll for 2019 
• Create an Unlimited Number of Journals  
• Graphical & Drill-Down Reports 
• True e-Filing of Forms W-2/W-3  
• 3 Years of Transactions Available for Editing 
• Edited Posted Transactions History Log  
• Add Accounts to the Chart of Accounts on the Fly 

ENHANCEMENTS 
• Automatic Minimum Wage Calculations for Tipped Employees  
• Direct and Indirect Tips for the Same Employee 
• Ability to edit transactions that have been posted to the GL 
• Bank Reconciliation with importing from a bank download 
• Required Field Indicators  
• Electronic Signatures  

PRICING 

 
Drake Accounting 2019 – Stand Alone - $795 

RESOURCES 
• Drake Accounting Knowledge Base (KB): Accounting.DrakeSoftware.com 
• Drake e-Training Center: DrakeETC.com 
• Drake Accounting Support: 828-349-5908 or DAS@DrakeSoftware.com 

https://dascollab.drakesoftware.com/
https://www.drakeetc.com/
mailto:DAS@DrakeSoftware.com
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